Metallic Snowflakes with Perfect Pearls

Technique: Stamping and Perfect Pearls

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: 10 minutes each

STAMPS:
Colorado Craft Co – Wishes Snowflake

INKS:
Perfect Medium or VersaMark

ACCESSORIES:
Misti Stamping Platform
Perfect Pearls on gold, bronze yellow and white.
Fluffy paint brush
Paper towel
Cheap hair spray
Paper cutter
Adhesive
Metallic sequins
Studio Katia embellishment wand and tray
Sentiment dies – all from Simon Says Stamp:
Fa La La

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Hammermill white 4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base
Black, purple, teal, or other dark colors 4 x 5/14 – card front
Scraps of white sentiment

DIRECTIONS:
1. Place the card front into the Misti and drawl lines around two of the corners for placement of the next card front.
2. Line up the stamp and close the Misti lid to secure the stamp on it.
3. Ink the stamp with the Perfect Medium Ink and stamp the image onto the card front.
4. Move the card front to a protected work surface and add the Perfect Pearls with a dry, clean fluffy paint brush.
5. Use a dry cloth to wipe off any excess powder and then seal with the hair spray.
6. Attach the art piece to the top folding A2 white card base.
7. Die cut a sentiment and attach with white glue
8. Embellish with sequins
9. Clean the stamp with the wet Shammy

There is a video for this card here: https://youtu.be/q8C-orB57tE

Happy Stamping

Ranger WHITE QuickCure Clay Pearl...
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Ranger Perfect Pearls COPPER Powder...
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Ranger Perfect Pearls METALLICS Kit...
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Ranger PERFECT MEDIUM STAMP PAD...
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Tsukineko Versamark EMBOSS INK PAD...
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Ranger FLAT BRUSHES 2 Pack Perfect...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100# BLUE...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
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Simon Says Stamp WHITE CARDSTOCK 120...
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Pretty Pink Posh 6MM METALLIC ROSE...

Pretty Pink Posh METALLIC GOLD Jewels...

Pretty Pink Posh METALLIC ROSE...

Pretty Pink Posh METALLIC GOLD Jewels...

Pretty Pink Posh METALLIC ROSE...

MISTI MOUSE PAD INSERT 000144

MISTI MOUSE PAD INSERT 000144

Studio Katia EMBELLISHMENT WAND sk014...

Studio Katia TRIANGLE TRAY sk2119 at...

Studio Katia TRIANGLE TRAY sk2119 at...

Colorado Craft Company Big and Bold...

Colorado Craft Company Big and Bold...

Colorado Craft Company Big and Bold...

Colorado Craft Company Big and Bold...
Simon Says Stamp
MERRY CHRISTMAS...
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Simon Says Stamp CELEBRATE
Wafer Die...
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Simon Says Stamp FA LA LA
Shadow...
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